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Putting the Squeeze on Porous Materials
Porous materials known as metalorganic frameworks, or MOFs for short, may prove useful to safely
store vast quantities of gases, including hydrogen for fuel. They can also be used to separate one gas
from a mixture of different gases, and they can be used as catalysts to speed up otherwise sluggish
chemical reactions for making agrochemicals, additives, pharmaceuticals, plastics, and other
substances. They might even be used in novel drug formulations as highly efficient delivery agents
that carry an injected or swallowed medication direct to diseased tissues in the body and release it at a
suitable rate. Compression of crystals of synthetic, porous materials by researchers using the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Advanced Photon Source (APS), an Office of Science user facility, has
revealed new insights into how these materials with a range of applications behave under pressure,
which could allow scientists to fine tune their properties for industrial, medical and fuelstorage use.
The properties of MOFs are controlled by the different metals and the organic molecules that are used
to build their porous, threedimensional structure. Some MOFs have an internal surface area that can
be as high as 7000 square meters per gram of material. However, these materials can be fragile and
their mechanical properties are susceptible to failure when they are repeatedly used to store and then
release gas, or in reactions where their vast internal surface area allows them to be used as catalysts.
Understanding exactly how the stresses and strains in the structure arise when a MOF is put under
pressure and then the pressure released is critical to designing new MOFs and to tweaking the
structure of known MOFs so that they are stronger.
In a collaboration between the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign and Argonne, the effects of
pressure applied to single crystals of MOFS were explored. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
can be used to directly observe the changes that take place when microscopic and submicroscopic
crystals of MOFs, such as those with the zeoliticimidazolate framework (ZIF8), are squeezed (Fig.
1); TEM images recorded framebyframe during compression allowed the researchers to build up a
"movie" of the changes. They could thus see a dramatic shrinking of a MOF squeezed by a pressure of
up to 4 gigapascals (GPa, almost 40,000 times the pressure of the atmosphere at sea level). They could
also see changes in the structure—amorphization—and compaction of the pores within, which means
the internal surface area plummets from around 1340 to just 253 square meters per gram at 1.9 GPa.

Utilizing the Materials Research Collaborative Access Team (MRCAT) xray beamline 10IDB at
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Utilizing the Materials Research Collaborative Access Team (MRCAT) xray beamline 10IDB at
the Argonne APS, powder xray diffraction studies were carried out on samples pressurized to 0.8
GPa, which showed that longrange order within the sample was not lost. Above this pressure, most of
the peaks in the diffraction pattern were lost, implying that the crystal structure had been lost
irreversibly and the material was now amorphous. Nevertheless, xray absorption spectroscopy on the
zinc centers in the MOF structure revealed little change to the local geometry around these metal ions
and only minor deviations when the pressure was increased. Of course, because ZIF8 does not look
the same in all directions (it is anisotropic), the way it responds to pressure depends on the direction of
the force applied, which is taken into account in these studies.
When the pressure was released, the MOFs almost reverted to their original size and structure. But if
the MOF was loaded with small molecules (“solvates”), such as methanol, applying even low pressure
caused the microcrystals to shatter, even though pure ZIF8 itself is well studied and known to be
stable to such solvates.
This research thus reveals important clues as to how this type of MOF behaves under pressure with
and without an organic payload of the kind that might be present when it is being used in gas storage,
separation, or catalysis.
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Fig. 1. Top: Crystal structure of ZIF8 with a truncated octahedral topology.
Particle size and morphology were controlled by varying the concentration of the
ligands and Zn(II) precursor. Bottom: TEM images of a 1.2 μm ZIF8 microcrystal
(hexagonal projection) during the in situ compression test at various
displacements (a) 60, (b) 270, and (c) 480 nm displacement, and (d) after
unloading. Adapted from Z. Shu et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 137, 1750 (2015). © 2015
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operated for the U.S. DOE Office of Science by Argonne National Laboratory under Contract No. DE
AC0206CH11357.

unloading. Adapted from Z. Shu et al., J. Am. Chem. Soc. 137, 1750 (2015). © 2015
American Chemical Society
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